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ABSTRACT 
Some new results on “reverse order law” related to the generalized inverse of the 
product of two matrices are obtained, and Greville’s and others’ previous results are 
extended. The main result is that the Moore-Penrose inverse of AB can always be 
expressed as B --A - for some generalized inverse A -ofAandB-ofB.Someofthe 
proofs are based on conditions for a product of projectors to be a projector. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
In the theory of generalized inverse of a matrix, it is natural to ask to 
what extent the reverse order law related to the regular inverse, (AB)-’ 
= B -‘A -l, can be applied in the generalized inverse case. Greville [3] gave 
some n.s. (necessary and sufficient) conditions for the Moore-Penrose inverse 
of a complex matrix product AB to be expressed as (AB)+ = B ‘A ‘, and 
Erdelyi [2] also a n.s. and some sufficient conditions. Rao and Mitra [S, 
Complements to Chapter 31 modified Greville’s results but not completely. 
Searle [6] gave a n.s. condition for a product of generalized inverses B -A - 
to be (AB)-. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend largely their results. In Section 2, 
another n.s. condition for B-A- to be (AB)- is obtained, and a n.s. 
condition for it to be (AB); is also discussed. The conditions for the case 
B = A* lead to the characterizations of some subclasses of generalized 
inverses by Mitra and others. In Section 3, it is shown that for any A and B 
the Moore-Penrose inverse (AB)’ can always be expressed as B -A - by 
choosing suitable B - and A -. In Section 4, n.s. conditions for B ‘A + to be a 
generalized inverse of AB of various types are given, and Greville’s results 
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are better organized. Some of the proofs in Sections 2 and 4 are based on 
conditions for a product of projectors to be a projector. 
Throughout the paper, capital letters denote matrices with complex 
elements and asterisk denotes the transposed conjugate of a matrix. We 
discuss the problem in terms of subsets of generalized inverses and use the 
notations similar to Sibuya [7] and Rao and Mitra [S]: For a complex 
(possibly rectangular) matrix A, we define as follows: 
{A-}={G;AGA=A}, {A;}={G;GE{A-} andAE{G-}}, 
{A,-}={G;GE{A-} and(AG)*=AG}, 
{A;}={G;GE{A-} and(GA)*=GA}, 
{Ar;)={A,-]n{A,& {Ar;}={A,-)n{A;]3 
{A,L)={A,_)n{Ar-1. 
{A,} II {A;} consists of a single element A f, the Moore-Penrose inverse 
of A. For a non-negative definite matrix M, we define 
{A,-(,,}={G;GE{A-) and (AG)*M=MAG}. 
%(A) and %(A) are the range space and the null space of A, respectively. 
II, is the orthogonal projector onto 3, (A). 
We shall use often the facts 
%(AG) = %(A) and %(GA) = %(A) if G E {A-}, 
AG=II,wGE{AI_} andGA=II,.HGE{A,}, 
and the dualities 
GE{A-}@G*E{(A*)-} andGE{A;}*G*E{(A*),}. 
See Sibuya [7] and Rao and Mitra [S] for details, 
2. CONDITIONS FOR B -A - E {(AB)-} AND B -A - E {(AB);} 
In this section, we assume A - and B - to be arbitrary but fixed genera- 
lized inverse matrices, and define 
P=A-A and Q=BB-. 
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P is the projector onto %(A-A) along %(A), and Q the one onto ‘%(B) 
along 92 (BB -). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) B-A-E{(AB)-}. 
(2) PQ (or Q*P*) is idempotent. 
(3) ~(PB)cWB)WWA)n I>. 
(3’) %(Q*A*)c %(A*)@{ %(B*)n %(P*)}. 
Note. (l)-(2) is due to Searle [6]. 
Proof. (l)-(2). 
ABB -A -AB = ABHA -ABB -A -ABB - = A -ABB -, 
(2)~(3) is based on the following fact (cf. [1]): Let PI and Pz be idempotent 
matrices. The product PIPz is idempotent iff 
~(PJs) c a&)@ { GJL(Ps) n I). (24 
(3’) is a dual of (3). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
(1) B-A-E{(AB)-}M{G,G,; BG,=Q and G,A=P}c{(AB)-}. 
(2) If %(PB)c C%(B), then 
B-A-E{(AB)-}w{G,G,;G,E{B-} andG,A=P}c{(AB)-}. 
(2’) If %(Q*A*)c %(A*), then 
Proof. (1) Obvious. (2) If % (A -AB) c CR (B), then 
ABG,G,AB = ABG,A -AB = AA -AB = AB 
for any G, E {B - } and for any G, such that G,A = A -A. (2’) is a dual of (2). 
PREPOSITION 2.3. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for 
B -A - E {(AB)-}. 
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(1) %(PB)c CR(B). 
(1’) ~%(Q*A*)c%(A*). 
(2) PQ= QP. 
They are, however, not necessary. 
Proof Let Pi and Pz be projectors. The following facts are easily shown. 
(*) WPiPZ) c $(Pa) 
iff P,Pz is idempotent and 
and 
{ sL(PJ n I) n { WPJ + WPs)) = (01. (2.2) 
(**) PIPS= PzP, iff %(P,PJ C %(P,), %(P,P,) C %(P,) 
WPJWVs)n GJ(W= WPi)WWi)n I). (2.3) 
The sufficiency of (1) and (2) are based on (*) and (**), respectively. (1’) is a 
dual of (1). The conditions are not necessary since (2.2) and (2.3) are 
essential. If 
then PIPS= P,, (2.2) is not satisfied and %(PIP2) g %(P,). If 
Pl=[ i i] and P2=[ i i], 
where a# b, then P,Pz = Pz and PzP, = P, are idempotent and (2.3) is not 
satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. B-A- E{(AB);} iff PQ is idempotent and %, {(Z- 
PQ)A-} is orthogonal with Ck {(I- Q*P*)(B-)*}. 
Proof. The proof is clear, since 
B-A-ABB-A-=B-A-wB-(I-A-ABB-)A-=O. 
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REMARK. If B -A - E {(AB)-} and rank AB = rank A, then 
B -G E {(AB),} w ere G=A-AA-E{A;} or G=A-ABB-A-E{A,-}, h 
(BB -A - E {A -}). Similarly, if B -A - E {(AI?)-} and rank AB = rank B, 
then GA - E { (AB); } where G= B -BB -E {B,-} or G 
=B-A-ABB-E{B,-}, (B-A-AE{B-}). 
For any matrices A and B for which AB can be defined, there exist A - 
and B - such that B-A- E {(AB)-}. We shall prove this fact in Section 3 
restricting the type of (AB)-. 
In the special case where B=A *, Proposition 2.1 leads to the result by 
Rao and Mitra [5, Theorem 3.2.31 and Mitra and Bhimasankaram [4]: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G E {A -}. 
(1) GE{AG} iff G*GE{(AA*)-}. 
(1’) G E {AL} iff GG* E { (A*A)-}. 
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.1, 
G*GE{(AA*)-)~~(GAA*)c~(A*)@{%(A*G*)n %(A)} 
~%(GAA*)c~(A*) 
which shows (1). (1’) is a dual of (1). 
REMARK. Mitra and Bhimasankaram [4] stated also the following results, 
which are easily shown from Proposition 2.5. We assume G E {A -}. 
(2) GE{A,} iff G*GE{(AA*),}. 
(2’) G E{A[,} iff GG*E{(A*A),}. 
(3) G E {A,}~G*G E {(AA*), }@G*G E {(AA*),} 
EGG* E ( (A*A), }~GG* E { (A*A),}. 
(4) G=A+oG*GE{(AA*),}oG*G=(AA*)+ 
HGG* E { (A*A),}~GG* = (A*A)+. 
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3. THE POSSIBILITY OF THE EXPRESSION (AB)’ = B -A - 
Before giving the main result of this section, Theorem 3.2, we state 
PROPOSITION 3.1 
{&C,;C,E{&-) and G,E{B,-(,.,,}}c{(AB),}, 
{G,G,;GTE{(A*),(,,.,} and G2~ 
Proof. 
@(I- G;B*)A*ABG,=O 
+G;(I- G;B*)A*AB=O 
wG;G;B*A*AB=AB. 
Therefore, G,G, E ( (A B),T }, \ince G E {A,-} iff G*A*A =A. The second . 
relation is a dual of the first. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any m&ices A and B for which AB is defined, there 
exist generulizetl inverses Al: und B,;, such that (AB )’ = B,;AI, . 
Proof. 
step 1. We notice the following facts which can be shown without 
difficulty 
(*) {A,&, }={G;GE{A-} and %(MA)c!‘l1(G*A*)}. 
(**) C&(B)= %(B)n :%(A)@$K(BB*A*). 
(***) Given subspaces 5 which is complement to ~2 (A) and 5, which 
is complement to ?fl (A), there exists G E (A;}, such that <ii (G) = s and 
>Ti(G)= :T. 
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Now there exists G,, such that 
Gr E { ArT > and G? E { (A *)r- CD)} T (3.1) 
or equivalently (because of (*)) 
G,E{A-}, %(G,)= q(A*) and %(G,)> %(BB*A*). (3.2) 
Since 3 (BB*A*) has dimension less than rank A and is virtually disjoint 
with %(A) by (**), there exists G, of the property (3.2) by (***). 
Step 2. As a dual of (3.1) and (3.2), there exists G, such that 
G,+,;)~{Kw.& (3.3) 
or equivalently 
G,E{B-}, ‘%(G,)=%(B*) and %(G,)c%(B*A*A). 
Step 3. Now fix a matrix G, of the property (3.3). For any G, of the 
property (3.1) G,G, E { (AB)&} f rom Proposition 3.1. We choose G, of the 
property (3.1) suitably so that G,G, satisfies further 9% (G,G,AB ) 
= ‘4% (G,G,) and thus GaG, = (AB)‘. 
Let S be a subspace, such that 
a(G,)=[~(Gz)n(~(A)+~(B))l~S. 
Obviously S c % (G,) and is virtually disjoint with %(A) + a(B), and 
using (* *) we see that 
{S +~%(BB*A*)}wX(A)=S@{~I@)+~Z(A)} 
= %(G,) + %(A) + %(B) 
= (the whole space). 
As S + CR (BB*A*) (Actually S is virtually disjoint with ‘% (BB*A*)) is a 
complement to %(A), we can choose G,, such that 
%(G,)= %(A*) and %(G,)= S + %(BB*A*). 
For these G, and 6, 
= 6i%(G,BB*A*) = %(G,G,). 
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4. CONDITIONS FOR B fA f E { (AB) - } AND OTHERS 
PROPOSITION 4.1 
I. Each of the following conditions is n-s. for B ‘A’ E { (AB)-}. 
(1) n,,II, is idempotent. 
(2) II,.?iL(B)c%(B). 
(3) II, % (A*) c ?iL (A*). 
(4) II,& = n&l,*. 
II. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) B+A+E{(AB)-}. 
(2) {G,G,;G,E{A-1, G,E{B~-}}u{G~G~;G~E{A,}, G,E{B-1) 
c((AB)-1. 
(3) There exist G,E{A,} and G,E{B~-} such that GsG,E{(AB)-}. 
III. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) B’A’ E {(AB)-}. 
(2) B+A+E{(AB),}. 
(3) {G,G,;G,E{A,;l, G,~{BI~-~~c{(AB);~. 
Proof. 
I. Condition (1) is a special case of Proposition 2.1 (1) and (2). Others 
are based on the well-known result: If P, and Pz are orthogonal projectors, 
then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) (PiP,)” = PIP,. 
(2) 3 (PIP,) c 9% (P2). 
(2’) 9% (P,P,) c 3 (PI). 
(3) P1P2= P,P,. 
II. (l)*(2) From I, IT,.%(B)c%(B) and II,%(A*)c%(A*). Pro- 
position 2.2(2) and (2’) lead to the result. (2)*(3) is trivial. (3)*(l) From the 
condition on G, and G, 
ABG,G,AB = AII,III,.B = ABc$I,.I&)~ = II&I,. 
III. (3)*(2)*(l) is trivial. (l)*(3) 
G,GrABG,G, = G21?JlI,G, = G,lI$,.G, 
= G,BG,G,AG, = G,G,. 
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REMARKS. 1. The conditions in I were stated as necessary for B ‘A’ 
= (AB)’ by Greville [3]. 2. { (AB)-} contains matrices of various ranks. Z? ‘A ’ 
has rank AB, the minimum rank of (AB)-‘s, since 
B+A+=B+BB+A+AA+=B+(B+)*B*A*(A+)*A+ 
implies rank (B ‘A ‘) < rank AB (the inverse order relation is similarly pro- 
ved). III states just this fact. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 
I. Each of the following conditions is n.s. for B ‘A’ E { (AB),}: 
(1) II,A*AB=A*AB. 
(2) A*AIIB is hermitian. 
(3) II&A* =A*IIAB. 
(4) Singular value decomposition of A* is written as 
where 9~ (Pi) c 9L (B) and CR (P& c { 9% (B)} I. 
II. 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
III. 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
B+A+E{(AB);}. 
{G,G,;G,E{AC} and G,E{Bt-)}c{(AB);). 
There exist G, E { Ai } and G, E { Bt- } such that G,G, E { (AB), 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
B+A+E{(AB),}. 
B+A+E{(AB),}. 
(G,A+;G,E{B,,-}}c{(AB),}. 
Proof 
I. (l), (2), and (3) are essentially due to Greville [3]. (4) is clear, since, if 
A* is decomposed as A* = II,A * + (I - IIa)A*, the row spaces ??L (AIT,) and 
C% (A (I - II,)) are orthogonal. 
II. (l)*(2) For any G, E {A,-} and G,E { Bt-}, 
B*A*ABG2GI = B*A*A&G,= B*A*AG1 = B*A*I.I, = B*A*. 
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Therefore, G,G, E { (AB),}. (2)*(3) Trivial. (3)+(l) There exist 
GEE ((A),} and G,E{(B);} such that 
B*A*ABG,G,= B*A*. 
Therefore 
B*A*AI&&*A*AB= B*A*AA*AB 
+B*A*A(II,- Z)A*AB=O 
*l&A*AB = A*AB. 
This is (1) of I. 
III. The proof is obvious because of III of Proposition 4.1. 
REMARK. Rao and Mitra [5, Complements to Chapter 31 stated that each 
of the conditions (l)-(3) of I is n.s. for (2) of II. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 
I. Each of the following conditions is n.s. for B ‘A’ E { (AB);}: 
(1) II,.BB*A* = BB*A*. 
(2) BB*nA. is herrnitian. 
(3) II,.B = BII,,,,. 
(4) Singular value decomposition of B is written as 
B=,U1U21[ “,  ;J[ :i] 
where CR. (U,) c ‘?L (A*) and % (U,) c 9~ (A*)l. 
II. 
;;; 
(3) 
III. 
(I) 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
B+A+E{(AB),}. 
{G,G,;G,E{A~} and G,E{B;}}c{(AB);}. 
There exist G,E{AL} and G,E{B,-} such that G,G,E{(AB),}. 
The following conditions are equivlunet: 
B+A+E{(AB),}. 
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(2) B+A+E{(AB),}. 
(3) {B+G,;G,E{A,;}}c{(AB),}. 
Proof, This proposition is a dual of Proposition 4.2 in the sense that the 
fact G E {AF}wG* E {(A*),} s h ows Proposition 4.3 from Proposition 4.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.4 
I. Each of the following conditions is n.s. for B ‘A’E {(AB)i,,}: 
(1) III,A*AB=A*AB and H,.BB*A* = BB*A*. 
(2) A*AnI, and BB*H*. are hermitian. 
(3) II,A*=A*II*, and III,,B= B&e,,. 
(4) IIA,BB*A*AIIB= BB*A*A. 
(5) Singular value decompositions of A* nntl B we written N.F follows: 
where Ck (PJ = C?L (U,), and ‘% (Pz) and 91 (Ii,) (ITC orthogond. 
II. 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
III. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
B+A+E{(AB),}. 
{G,G,;G,E{A~;I andG,E{B~~_)}c{(AB),,}. 
There exist G,E{A,} and G2~{BI-} ~uch’th~~t G2G, E((AB);,}. 
B’A’=(AB)’ iff B’A’E{(AB),}. 
Proof. Just combine Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. 
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